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Speaking

Topics

Corporate Programs
Leadership: Deep, Long and Wide
Managers today must rise up to the challenges of engagement, innovation and
performance. Great leaders must learn to develop the three foundational
dimensions of a leader so that they can answer “yes” to the following question;

“If you did not have the title of manager, would people still follow you?”

Be a great leader!
More Than a Piano in the Lobby™
To remain or become competitive, organizations much be
continually striving to improve. All great organizations are
constantly evolving in order to meet the changing demands
of the marketplace while building an amazing culture
within the company. Real change is more than just
superficial activities; it involves a deep commitment on
many levels. Attendees will learn:
 What Fakes as Organizational Transformation
 What is Organizational Transformation
 The Roadmap to Organizational Transformation
 The Guide to Execution Excellence

Leadership Live™
“Give your managers an executive coach for a day!”
For a truly unique, intense and ultra-interactive program for smaller
groups, there is no better program than Leadership Live™.
Participants will learn how to excel in the common and not so
common managerial challenges they are currently facing. This
program is comprised of real-time role plays and video evaluation all
done in a live format.
Leadership Live™ is a half or one-day program that provides the
opportunity for leaders to bring real and current issues into the
training room and learn how best to handle them. But instead of
lessons on theory, participants will actually SEE and DEMONSTRATE
what makes good leadership. We show participants what leadership
looks like in real-time by providing real-time exposure to actual
scenarios.

Leadership Live™ Key Points:
 Provides amazing energy allowing participants to ask about and
solve any leadership challenge.
 “Real-Time Role Plays” - An office setting set up in from of the room
simulates real situations in which participants will take part.
 Access to the best and most relevant managerial coaching available.
 Video taping of selected role–plays for learning “John Madden” style.
 Tremendous opportunity for Peer Coaching

Attendees will learn the three dimensions of leadership:
 Deep – Developing the Core Self of Leadership
 Long – Expanding and Extending Vision
 Wide – Engaging and Empowering the Organization
 Answering the Ultimate Question

Personal
Development

Smart, Bold and True:
A Guide to Epic Living™

Taking the best thinking, approaches and lessons
learned from top performing organizations and
individuals and applying them to your life will turn you
into a top performer and help you actualize into your
true self. It is not just one thing that will ensure your
success but rather a combination of a smart plan along
with a deep boldness and courage to see it through
while ensuring that you are becoming who you are
destined to be. Learn about:
 Smart- Knowing How to Design the Plan
 Bold- Having the Courage to Go for It
 True- Being Who You Really Know You Are
 Everyday Epic Living

Your Moments of Truth:
Beyond Legacy™
In every human being there is a voice that only they
hear. People are their happiest and most productive
when they are living their authentic life. In order to live
that authentic life, each person’s choices must align and
be congruent with that deeper self. Every moment is a
new choice and every choice counts to fulfilling your
legacy. You will come away with the new perspective
on the following:
 As a Man Chooseth So He Becomes
 The Little Choices in Life
 Wisdom on the Big Life Events
 Leveraging Your Key Moments of Truth
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What
customers
are saying...

BOLD

“He is the next generation Tony
Robbins” - Bill M., NASA
“He gave us high inspiration and
the tools to do something with
it.” - Mike B., Johnson & Johnson

TRUE

SMART

“Super funny, high energy and
deep, no surface stuff here.” Mark A., Sprint Cellular

“Not your typical speaker, he is
the real deal, truly Smart Bold
and True!” - Chris H., Thousand
Mile Corporation

“Michael lifted me up to get to a
new place where I did not even
know existed” - Mary W., 360°
Communications

Who is Michael...
Michael Denisoff MBA, PCC, SPHR, LEED-AP, and
CEO of Denisoff Consulting Group, is a world
renowned business consultant, executive
coach and inspirational speaker. He specializes in helping
businesses improve their bottom line through the
disciplines of strategy and business consulting,
organizational effectiveness, training, and executive
coaching. He also works directly with individuals, enabling
them to meet their highest potential and accomplish their
grandest goals. He has an amazing way to speak the truth
while engaging people and organizations to improve and
monumentally change for the better. Michael is a true
multi-disciplinarian as a business consultant, executive
coach, philosopher, musician, athlete, improvisational
comedian, social issues leader and primitive
living instructor. Michael provides
both the intellectual fire-power
and inspiration to get things
moving in the right direction.

Michael is very excited to present at your next conference
or program. He is also available to provide a customized
topic for your event as well.
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“If you did not have the
title of manager, would
people still follow you?.”
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